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Non-Fiction – Travel

Strip Pan Wrinkle (in Namibia and Botswana) is an account of a five-week expedition made by
Brian (of Brahmaputra fame) and his wife, Sandra, as they drive their Land Cruiser in an
extended loop through Namibia, Botswana and a little bit of Zambia. 

As with all of the other books in Da vid Fletcher’s ‘Brian’s World’ series, the account is rather
more than a day-by-day diary of their trip. It is also an insight into each of the countries
visited, an exploration of what wildlife one might encounter in these countries and, above all
else, an exercise in humour. It isn’t, therefore, a standard travelogue. Instead, with Brian’s
experiences – and his contemplations – chronicled in a manner which is more wry than
comprehensive, it is very much an amusing travelogue. 

It contains a consideration of how much our own Royal Mail is subsiding the Botswanan Post
Office, an evaluation of the ugliness of the human f orm when compared to that of a leopard
and a reflection on the efficacy of protecting rhinos by poisoning their horns with arsenic .
Furthermore, there is a review of the failings of democracies and a suggestion that wild-dog
dynamics might constitute a better model f or the conduct of human affairs, and even an
examination of the outcome of a reverse takeover of Disneyland by the Church of England.
So not really a standard travelogue at all... 

BY THE SAME AUTHOR
Brian on the Brahmaputra ISBN 9781780884547   £9.00
A Syria Situation ISBN 9781780885452   £9.00
Sabah-taged ISBN 9781783060399   £9.00
Cape Earth ISBN 9781783060405   £9.00

27th January 2014
9781783060375

£9.00
Paperback

STRIP PAN
WRINKLE
IN NAMIBIA AND
BOTSWANA

David Fletcher +ebook
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Non-Fiction – Travel

3

“The hard corrugated sand tracks wound between low, rocky hills to the east and west. We passed
several stripped, abandoned vehicles, a visual reminder of the vulnerable and dangerous position we

had placed ourselves in, driving across such hostile unforgiving territory.” 

What’s an Essex girl and a farmer’s son from Warwickshire doing in the middle of a desert? 

Strangers Like Angels chronicles the journeys of Alec and Jan Forman to far and distant lands as
they embrace their pioneering spirit. Following adventures in Canada, Antarctica and the

Sultanate of Oman they set off on the original gap year in the seventies. Travelling in their Land
Rover, they use only a map and compass to navigate through the Sahara Desert and tropical

rainforests in Africa, back to Europe and out to Asia via the Hindu Kush, and on to the
Himalayas. They grapple with the realities of poverty and yet experience surprising hospitality
and welcome from unlikely sources. In the confined space of their v ehicle, Alec and Jan learn

what it takes to support and sustain themselves and their relationship on an exciting and often
harrowing journey. Exchange of news through airmail letters to and from England keeps them

in touch with family matters. 

Beautiful photographs and illustrations with maps complement the text, taking the reader
along on the journey with Alec and Jan. A light, entertaining read of a true story of adventures,
travel and divine encounter, blended with winsome tales

to delight the heart, Strangers Like Angels will appeal to
fans of memoirs and travel books.

www.strangerslikeangels.com

STRANGERS
LIKE ANGELS

WITH A DEVIL OR 
TWO TO BOOT

Alec & Jan Forman

28th May 2014
9781783063628

£12.99
Paperback
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Non-Fiction – Travel
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Published: 28th March 2014
ISBN: 9781783062805

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

On the brink of retirement, John and his wife Sally are determined
to end a life at the grindstone in grimy and wet Lancashire. Together
with their beloved Jack Russell/Staffie cross, Freddie, a rescue dog
from the local RSPCA, they embark on the journey of a lifetime and
relocate to the island of Tenerife.

With a colourful collection of characters, travelling anecdotes that
stretch from the English Midlands and all the way through mainland
Spain in an old classic car, and some not so perfect moments that
bring us back down to earth from time to time, this is a series of
adventures that you will not want to miss. 

Published: 28th April 2014
ISBN: 9781783063413

Price: £9.95
Binding: Paperback

DOG DAYS IN THE
FORTUNATE ISLANDS
A NEW LIFE IN 
HIDDEN TENERIFE

John Searancke +ebook

From the historic bazaar of Aleppo in Syria, to the street markets
of Baghdad, join Robin in a captivating account of his travels across
the Middle East with its ancient cities and glittering metr opolises.
During his travels he gets lost in the Yemeni capital’s maze of
ancient winding streets and ‘goes round the bend’ in Oman, meeting
a kaleidoscope of clerics, artists and artisans along the way. 

With a combination of atmospheric descriptions and a critique
both of Middle Eastern societies and Western perceptions of them,
this book offers a personal insight into the Middle East in a way
which is accessible to all, particularly those interested in travelling. 

FROM SOUK 
TO SOUK
TRAVELS THROUGH THE 
MIDDLE EAST

Robin Ratchford +ebook
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

Some People Prefer Hotels gets its title from a grumpy old work colleague's comment when the
author and his wife bought a motorhome. Whilst nervously driving to Cornwall for a week's
holiday during the first heavy rainfall for months and the windscreen wipers stop working, it

seemed he had a point.  What with the rotten weather, wobbly toilet pan, temperamental
showers and being cooped up in such a confined space with Monty , their faithful Border

Terrier, surrounded by dripping wet weather gear and muddy boots, they start to think that
buying a motorhome was the biggest mistake they’d ever made. Luckily the weather improves,

but as they explore some of Cornwall's most idyllic and historic places,  some for the first
time and others they’d been to before, if something could go wrong, it generally did... 

As well as expressing his candid and crotchety observations about their campsite experiences
and life in general, the author also goes on a personal inner journey as sentimental old

memories were triggered off by his motorhome holiday. If you haven’t already done so, you
might just be tempted to buy a motorhome and lik ewise take to the road... or, there again,

you may prefer hotels! 

Reminiscent of Bill Bryson’s style, Some People Prefer Hotels is the perfect read for
motorhomers as well as anyone else who enjoys a good travel yarn!

Featured in Practical Motorhome, Motorcaravanners’ Club
Magazine, Camping and Caravanners’ Club Magazine,

Motorhome Planet and Travelmag.

www.somepeoplepreferhotels.co.uk

2nd April 2014
9781783061433

£10.99
Paperback

5

SOME PEOPLE
PREFER HOTELS

MOTORHOME NOVICES 
TOUR CORNWALL

Nigel Rowland Hicks
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

‘A fascinatingly detailed account of  how a love affair with the mandolin
became a love affair with Italy as well.’

Louis de Bernières, author of Captain Corelli’s Mandolin

Frances Taylor plays an unusual instrument – the mandolin – and when she gets an
unexpected opportunity to study her instrument in its nativ e land, Italy, she feels compelled to
do so. The only problem is that as a thir ty-something with family and work commitments in
England, she has to study par t-time, commuting once a month. 

Travelling to Padua during the nineties, Frances stays in Brescia and Bologna. Seduced by the
charms of the Italian way of life, she helps with the cherry harvest, learns to cook local dishes
and finds out how to dress elegantly. Frances thinks at first she is finding out about her
instrument and music, and then about another culture, but ultimately she is on a journey to
find out about herself – an interior journey in which she learns to reconnect with her spirit... 

The Mandolin Lesson is an evocative memoir from the only female professional classical
mandolinist in the country – and the only British person to have studied mandolin in Italy at
Conservatoire level. The theme of the book is both timeless and univ ersal, about a journey we
are all on; a journey to find out about ourselves and to reconnect with who we really are. It
will resonate with readers interested in inspirational self-development books and will also

appeal to fans of human interest stories, as well as
those interested in Italy and its culture, music in
general and the mandolin. 

www.taylor-mandolin.com

28th March 2014
9781783062980

£9.99
Paperback

THE MANDOLIN
LESSON
A JOURNEY OF
SELF-DISCOVERY 
IN ITALY

Frances Taylor +ebook
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

THE PURSUIT OF
MOTHERHOOD

Jessica Hepburn

Published: 1st February 2014
ISBN: 9781783061877

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

+ebook

If you've ever felt a crumpling in your chest when another friend
tells you that they're pregnant… If you've ever wondered why

everyone else seems to find it so easy… If y ou've ever experienced
the pursuit of motherhood… This book is for you. It is currently

estimated that one in five couples have difficulty conceiving.
Hepburn’s book, which describes her long and, at times,

heartbreaking journey to have a child is like a cross between Bridget
Jones’ Diary and Eat Pray Love for the infertile generation. 

‘A much needed, honest, moving and compassionate book. At times 
laugh-out-loud funny, at times incredibly touching.’

Anya Sizer, Author of Fertile Thinking

Featured in Grazia

BOBBY MOORE TO
THIERRY HENRY

A GIRL’S OWN STORY

Liz Heade

Published: 28th May 2014
ISBN: 9781783063703

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

+ebook

Bobby Moore to Thierry Henry is a fan story told by a woman, for
women (and men) who love football.

Liz Heade takes us on a journey through her life, beginning with her
first World Cup in 1970 when, aged ten, she fell in love with Bobby

Moore and decided she was going to be a football commentator
when she grew up. This would have been a simple aspiration, had

she not been a girl growing up in 1970’s Dublin under the tutelage
of the nuns. It was recommended she consider the Civil Ser vice as

a back-up plan… Along the way, Liz recounts with humour the love,
loss and adventures of a life lived in the background of World Cups.

Featured in Female First
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

Published: 3rd February 2014
ISBN: 9781783062928

Price: £11.99
Binding: Paperback

After four years of inactivity, Mark Roe signed up to run the
notoriously tough Marathon des Sables: 153 miles across the
Moroccan Sahara in seven days. 

Running from Shadows is the author’s honest account of his journey
across those miles. Collapsing unconscious, dancing with scorpions,
sleep deprivation and hallucinations were all part of a life-changing
experience that saw him turn his back on his pr ofession and
emerge with a new purpose.

Foreword by Rory Coleman.

Published: 28th June 2014
ISBN: 9781783064007

Price: £10.99
Binding: Paperback

RUNNING FROM
SHADOWS
…MY MARATHON DES SABLES

Mark Roe +ebook

British Army on the Rampage is a down-to-earth, witty account of a
humble British soldier on his tour of duty in the Car ribean country
of Belize in 1982. It is the first militar y account of this operational
tour, detailing how the task was carried out by an individual and a
‘team of lunatics’, under difficult and sometimes stressful conditions. 

The book is filled with humorous anecdotes, including the
accidental destruction of the warden’s new hut with a grenade
launcher, the export of frozen tarantulas, windsurfing with bull-
sharks, biting the heads off chickens, insulting the memory of Bob
Marley, causing a riot, breaking a toe on a frog and the near-death
experience of a dislocated finger… 

BRITISH ARMY ON
THE RAMPAGE
(B.A.O.R.)
Sean Connolly
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Non-Fiction – Biography & Memoir

This book is based upon author Stuar t Crawford’s diary, which he kept whilst working as a
staff officer in Headquarters British Forces Middle East. He was based in Riyadh in Saudi Arabia

during the First Gulf War, 1990-91. 

As a member of the ‘nightshift’, Crawford witnessed and recorded events as they happened.
His entries include the first air attacks on Iraq,  the retaliatory SCUD missile attacks on Saudi

Arabia and Israel, and the progress of the mercifully short land campaign which resulted in
allied forces deep in Iraq and the Iraqi sur render. 

During his time in Riyadh, Crawford was part of the regular briefing team to the commander,
General Sir Peter de la Billiere, at the morning briefings in the HQ. He had the opportunity to
visit British forces in the desert before the attack on Iraq, and also visited Iraq itself after the

attack, seeing at firsthand the destruction and waste that major armour ed conflict brings. 

Photographs taken by the author are included in the book, from images of the HQ and
personalities who visited them, to the war-torn battlefield. Crawford has also included some
personal observations, having been married only a few weeks before being sent to the Gulf,
and additional notes on his return and the aftermath of what transpired to be the only time

he was deployed on combat operations during a 20-year career as an army officer. 

With a foreword written by Professor Sir Hew Strachan
of All Souls, Oxford, Sending My Laundry Forward provides

a unique perspective of the Gulf War. 

www.swcrawford.co.uk

28th May 2014
9781783064182

£16.99
Hardback

SENDING MY
LAUNDRY
FORWARD

A STAFF OFFICER’S ACCOUNT 
OF THE FIRST GULF WAR

Stuart Crawford
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Non-Fiction – Personal Finance

The Justified Tight B****rd's Guide to Life is a book of down-to-earth, no-nonsense, everyday
financial advice, written and presented with curmudgeonly black humour in the style of Victor
Meldrew from One Foot in the Grave. Taking a lateral and critically reflective look at some of
our modern consumer and lifestyle choices, it aims to provide all readers, regardless of
income, with the key to modest financial wellbeing. 

The book challenges the arguments of those who claim that w e are on the brink of a financial
abyss akin to the great 1930’s depression. P. J. suggests that, for all our difficulties, we all have
enough money – either from employment or social welfare – to live at the very least in
modest comfort. P. J. examines some of our perceived financial woes from an holistic rather
than a purely economic viewpoint and demonstrates how these problems may be dealt with
by a simple shift in perspective. The book also suggests that many purchases we make every
day are not only unnecessary, but are actually counterproductive or damaging in some way,
therefore offering the reader a justified reason for not purchasing many of the items we often
consider to be essential. 

The Justified Tight B****rd's Guide to Life is presented in four separate sections, containing over
300 points. Each point is a self-contained money-saving tip linked to the others in the section.
The book will be of help to an yone who would like to cut their expenses or household

outgoings. It is also a self-help book that challenges
the reader to ask themselves what they really want
from life and what their priorities are.

www.tightbastardsguide.com

28th May 2014
9781783063680

£9.99
Paperback

THE JUSTIFIED
TIGHT B****RD'S
GUIDE TO LIFE

FINANCIAL FREEDOM
ON A SHOESTRING

P.J. Moore +ebook
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Non-Fiction – Self-Help
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STITCH YOUR OWN
SILVER LININGS

A BREAKTHROUGH GUIDE TO HELPING
YOURSELF TO HAPPINESS – NO MATTER WHAT

Christine L Conroy

Published: 28th April 2014
ISBN: 9781783063345

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

+ebook

Have you ever had the experience where one minute life is
wonderful, and you are on top of the world, and the next minute

that world shatters beneath your feet? No-one knows better than
Christine what that feels like.

Her world was shattered when her mother, sister and daughter
were each diagnosed with cancer. However, it was thanks to that

life-changing experience, which she calls ‘The Twilight Zone’, that she
found her true purpose in life. She also found happiness from the

inside out; a true, long-lasting happiness that will never be shaken. In
a warm, sincere and thoroughly engaging way, Stitch Your Own Silver

Linings shows how you can do that for yourself. 

THE COLD TURKEY
CHRONICLES

QUIT QUITTING AND JUST QUIT SMOKING

A.O. Comerford

Published: 28th February 2014
ISBN: 9781783063239

Price: £6.99
Binding: Paperback

+ebook

The Cold Turkey Chronicles will help you quit smoking – but it is not
your typical self-help guide. Derived from the author’s own myriad
of quitting experiences, A.O. Comerford transforms the process of

quitting into an adventurous quest. The goal is to rid yourself of
your fiery-eyed nemesis – tobacco – once and f or all. 

Day by day, challenge by challenge, A.O. Comerford shows readers
how to reach their smoke-free goal. Drawing on a wealth of

personal experience, he clearly and astutely outlines the dangers
and obstacles you will encounter on your journey, and with a mix of

straight talking, compassion and humour, explains how to combat
them with minimum discomfort – all the while offering sound

advice and encouragement. 
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Non-Fiction – Dieting & Weight Loss

This book is ‘The Answer’ to the world’s 
steadily increasing obesity epidemic.

Talk Yourself Slim with the Self-Chatter Diet was written from John Richardson’s childhood
observations of his grandfather and mother. His grandfather was slim and a naturall y healthy
weight, whereas his mother was not, and this was the true cause of her earl y disablement. 

Diets don’t work, do they? Not conventional, out-of-date, orthodox, restrictive diets – these
are one of the fundamental instigators of obesity in the w orld today, fueled by the same diet
industry that masquerades as a ‘solution provider’. It is not food that makes people
overweight, but the behavioural manner in which food is eaten, and until obesity is addressed
and treated behaviourally, no solution will ever be found. 

In this book, you will discover the true cause of obesity: beliefs, habits and associations.
Richardson first provides a way in which these rogue behaviors can be identified. He then
questions them and challenges them, allowing readers to form a general understanding of a
method through which they can be changed. 

Talk Yourself Slim was written to facilitate permanent weight-loss success and nothing more. 

This simple yet highly effective method is uniquely innovative in its approach, ideal for anyone
fed up of diets that don’t work, who wants to lose
weight and keep it off!

www.theself-chatterdiet.com

28th April 2014
9781783063369

£9.99
Paperback

TALK YOURSELF
SLIM WITH THE
SELF-CHATTER DIET
BEHAVIOUR FOCUSED 
WEIGHT-LOSS SUCCESS

John Richardson 
Behavioural Weight-Loss Consultant / NBW-LP

+ebook
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Non-Fiction - Mental Health

New photographic book by award-winning MAKIKO 
sheds light on the bright side of autism

This is a photographic book about children with high-functioning autism who attended a
programme run by Dr. Rebecca Landa at the renowned Kennedy Krieger Institute (KKI) in

Maryland, U.S.A., which offers some of the best early intervention therapy in the world. 

Those with high-functioning autism are rarely profiled in the media. Highly verbal, remarkably
intelligent and often phenomenally gifted, they represent the ‘bright’ side of the disorder. They

can show us that an autism diagnosis need not be a dead end,  but rather a diversion. 

MAKIKO has been collaborating with the f ounder and director of the Center for Autism and
Related Disorders (CARD) at KKI and Dr. Rebecca Landa, a professor of psychiatry at the

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine. Dr. Landa introduces the book, which contains
an interview with an autism activist who reveals his experience of growing up with the

diagnosis, and stories and information from contributing parents. 

The photos in the book have been taken at the children’s eye level, enabling readers to see
from their point of view. All of the children in the book were treated in Kennedy Krieger's

Center for Autism early intervention program, that was designed by Dr. Landa, and have
improved their deficits remarkably over the years,

making the book an inspirational read. The children
mark their milestones throughout the book, giving a

rarely-seen insight into the effects of autism.

www.makikophoto.com

28th June 2014
9781783063895

£16.99
Paperback

BEAUTIFULLY
DIFFERENT

AUTISM: VIEWING THE
WORLD THROUGH A

DIFFERENT LENS

MAKIKO+ebook
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Fiction – Historical

A novel that takes its characters into a cataclysmic war 
that will change their worlds forever.

In August 1914, the War Office dismissed Lady Hester Dunranald's off er to ‘do her bit.’ And if
it hadn’t been for 14 year-old Harry Butler’s love of cars – and his desperation to ‘see action’
that made him lie about his age – at home she w ould have stayed. Instead, Harry drives Lady
Hester’s private ambulance across the channel to Belgium, where he, Lady Hester and her two
female companions rescue wounded as the beleaguered Belgian Army strains to hold the
German invaders. The British Army has again rejected Lady Hester's offer of help! 

When the Belgians open the sea dykes in a final desperate attempt to block the German
advance, the ambulance crew is caught up in the ensuing chaos. Blundering behind the German
lines, they evade death at the hands of marauding Uhlans, only to be mistaken for the inmates
of a German Army brothel. Capture condemns them to be shot as spies in Ypres, where the
Kaiser intends to celebrate the imminent final conquest of Belgium.  

John Bishops’s third novel shows the drift into a war no one wanted.  Its initial, shocking reality
is seen through the eyes of Harry, a 14-year-old boy who, caught up in the hysteria of the
time, bluffs his way into seeing action  – and sees far more than he bargained for. When even
just surviving becomes a form of purgatory, Harry only has the desire to forget... 

BY THE SAME AUTHOR
Love, Freedom or Death ISBN 9781780884646   £8.99

www.johnbishopauthor.wordpress.com

28th May 2014
9781783063130

£8.99
Paperback

REFUSE TO
FORGET

John Bishop +ebook
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Fiction – Historical

OF INK, WIT AND
INTRIGUE

LORD ROCHESTER IN CHAINS OF QUICKSILVER

Susan Cooper-Bridgewater

Published: 28th February 2014
ISBN: 9781783063079

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

+ebook

Of Ink, Wit and Intrigue is a quirky historical fiction, weaving known
facts in the life of one of England’s most notorious wastrels, wits,

poets and libertines – John Wilmot, Second Earl of Rochester
(1647-1680) – with invented episodes, both bizarre and plausible.

The book characterises the life of this infamous and fantastical man,
and those of his meritorious wife and beloved children, his friends

and his enemies. 

This unique novel, recounted with candour, invites the reader into
Rochester’s inimitable life. It will appeal widely to anyone with

either a passing or a keen interest in the infamous times of
England’s seventeenth century and its people – as well as fans of

historical fiction in general.

VINCENT AND PABLO:
THE REVISED VERSION

Tony Warner

Published: 28th June 2014
ISBN: 9781783064052

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

There are many books that chart the life of Vincent van Gogh and
Picasso, but there are very few that discuss their early personal life.

Vincent and Pablo: The Revised Version is a romantic fiction that
explores what might have happened if both artists had arrived in

London, as they both intended, at the same time.

Tony Warner believes that Lust for Life by Irving Stone, about van
Gogh, is one of the best-known books in the artistic sphere. He
hopes to recreate the writing style of Graham Greene and Pat

Barker, both of whom have a way of a telling a stor y without
overburdening it with metaphysics or allegory. This book will be
enjoyed by readers of historical fiction, especially those with an

interest in art and romance.
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Fiction – Historical

The story of Easter has been told f or two thousand years.
But less is known about it now than when it began 

in Roman-occupied Palestine…

Lydia is a Roman woman of noble ancestry and the wife of Pontius Pilate, the procurator of
Judea. She has a unique quality about her, unlike her contemporaries in Roman society, in that
she finds herself very aware of the feelings and sensitivities of others, and it is this ability that
will haunt her for years to come. 

When a local man is accused by his own people of crimes worthy of death, Pilate is asked to
judge his innocence or guilt. The night before the trial, Lydia is visited by the accused figure in
her dreams. He convinces her of his innocence in an unfamiliar v oice that burns itself into her
memory, warning her that disaster will surely follow if her husband is involved in this case. 

Ignoring his wife’s advice, the procurator decides the fate of the accused, and the prisoner is
subsequently executed. Lydia is left haunted by the voice in her dreams, which follows her
throughout her long life and confronts her in all of her affairs. It is only years later, when she
comes face to face with Emperor Nero, that she eventually meets the owner of the voice she
has come to know so well… 

BY THE SAME AUTHOR
Reuben the Fisherman ISBN 9781780884318   £10.00

28th March 2014
9781783062881

£8.99
Paperback

LYDIA’S DREAM
A ROMAN LADY WHO 
SAW HISTORY MADE

Don Snuggs +ebook
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Fiction – Historical

17

Cecil Jenkins’ historical novel gives readers an insight into 
legendary painter Pablo Picasso’s relationship with his lover Dora Maar… 

the most significant of both of their car eers.

“Studies of Picasso have often underplayed the important role of the beautiful and intelligent
photographer and painter Dora Maar, the only woman to have under stood and stood up to him ,”

Cecil claims. Dora Versus Picasso fictionalises the life of this successful young Surrealist painter
and photographer. Dora is said to be a ‘tough cookie’ – as she needs to be , in a society where

women have no vote and an art world where female artists can survive only as the nude
model/mistress or muse of a male painter. 

Dora is initially wary of the advances of the older Picasso , who is reputed to be hard on
women. He not only has a wife and son, but also a young mistress that he has kept hidden for

many years.  As Dora begins to understand the trauma and inner loneliness underl ying his
painting and his cynicism, she comes to love Picasso. She influences him politically and they

work closely together on the famous mural Guernica. While he admires and needs her, she has
to stand up to his self-destructive need to test her. As the strains of war increase, can she

emerge from their shattered relationship intact? 

“I have developed a great sympathy for Dora, whose importance to Picasso has not been suff iciently
recognised, and who exemplifies the difficult position of

women even within the would-be liberated Surrealist
movement,” says Cecil, of his inspiration for the novel.

Featured in Female First

28th January 2014
9781783062577

£8.99
Paperback

DORA VERSUS
PICASSO

Cecil Jenkins+ebook
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This is a book about a matchbox; indeed an adventurous and very special matchbox. I started
thinking that I might be able to make contact with a matchbox that had adventures and tales

to relate. I concentrated the full strength of my mental receiver onto the right wavelength and
I am now in the fortunate position of being able to pass on the tale of Ingmar to the w orld.

Just imagine. A matchbox with a special gift. A matchbox that has stored up tales, witnessed
from the pockets of several previous owners. The final owner and friend of the matchbox has
tuned in and received the stories of varying experiences of different people. 

This idiosyncratic debut novel meanders through a series of apparently unrelated tales about
people and situations encountered over a number of years. But are they really unrelated? In
both the light and dark moments revealed in the tales, readers will delve into their memories
to explore where their experience ‘matches’ what is being related. 

Eventually the tales give way to a poignant, uplifting and somewhat surprising conclusion. What
if someone suddenly discovered the life for which they had constantly yearned? The life which
they had dreamed about so often, but which seemed to have been destined never to become
a reality? Just imagine... 

A Book About a Matchbox is an intriguing selection of
short stories that vary in context and impact. Each
tale is accessible and light-hearted, but also contains
meaningful and thought-provoking underlying themes.

28th April 2014
9781783063468

£8.99
Paperback

A BOOK
ABOUT A
MATCHBOX

Barry Webb +ebook

Fiction – Short Stories
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Charismatic Edward van der Linden runs Eleventh Hour, a massive global enterprise
committed to solving the world’s environmental problems. The company is funded exclusively

by super-rich philanthropists, who use its influence for their personal crusades, making it an
exclusive, powerful and highly secretive club. 

Detective Chief Inspector John Cavey, the Met’s most successful murder detective, is
investigating a rash of killings amongst London’s homeless community that is looking less like a

serial killing and more like mass extermination by the day. 

Twenty-six-year-old Caroline Hartley joins the Eleventh Hour corporation as Edward van der
Linden’s speechwriter, but it isn’t long before she starts to suspect that everything is not as it

seems at the company, as she accompanies her new boss to the world’s environmental
hotspots. Caroline learns that Eleventh Hour is conducting ground-breaking medical research

in a laboratory deep in the jungles of Guyana and star ts to question the company’s
benevolence. 

As Caroline struggles to thwart Edward van der Linden’s deadly intentions, her mission cuts
across DCI Cavey’s murder investigation, which has drawn him to the doors of the mighty

Eleventh Hour corporation. Here, both of them discover
the significance of ‘the rule of 72’…

www.cctaylor.co.uk

28th May 2014
9781783063826

£8.99
Paperback

THE RULE 
OF 72

C.C. Taylor+ebook
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Fiction – Contemporary

Published: 28th May 2014
ISBN: 9781783063697

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

Four lives converge – and a legend is born...

Tight Spiral is a heart-stopping tale of American football.

Harry Smith had everything going for him: the first British
quarterback in American college football, a star future, and a pretty
Texan girl on his arm. But when ‘Prince Harry’ collides with fate in
a near-fatal accident, everything unravels…

Inspired by Lee Childs and Steve Berry, Tight Spiral is a fast-paced
novel which combines sports fiction with romance and suspense.

www.michaeljgill.co.uk

Published: 3rd March 2014
ISBN: 9781783063000

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

TIGHT SPIRAL

Michael J. Gill

Fran is desperate to escape city life and her husband, who she
suspects is having an affair. She flees with her little girl to a r emote
beach hut on the windswept shores of the Suffolk coast. When she
is followed there by her brother, sister-in-law Annabel and the
outrageously seductive Lydia, village life on the peaceful Suffolk
marshes spirals into free fall.

The story shifts between the hectic city and peaceful coast as Fran
is thrown between both worlds. In London she is forced again into
her husband's life of excess, with devastating consequences, and she
finds herself drawn to the village of Warbleton and its colourful,
quirky locals.

THE WINDSURF GIRL
A STORY OF INTRIGUE, AVARICE 
AND ROMANCE

M. A. Meadowcroft +ebook

+ebook
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Fiction – Contemporary

A lively, captivating story set at the Glastonbury Festival that will appeal to 
all fans of contemporary fiction, especially festival-goers, music lovers and those

interested in family relationships. The release of the book coincides with the 
start of the festival season this June. 

Facing the Music is a vibrant, uplifting novel that will transport readers to the very heart of the
Glastonbury Festival, setting their pulses racing from the start. Without moving from their

seats, readers will be swept up by the crowds and immersed in the sights and sounds of this
extraordinary event, soaking up the atmosphere, absorbing the energy and experiencing the

rain, the mud and the toilets. Readers will explore Glastonbury with the central character,
Gary Cochrane, whose rebellious teenagers are straining to break free and assert their

independence. Gary is a single parent who is desperate to cling onto his childr en, but he’s
hiding a secret that starts to force them apart. He made a pledge and he intends to k eep it –

but the festival has a way of exposing the truth, and Gary is no longer master of his o wn fate... 

This page-turning novel explores family relationships, love, loss and betrayal. Facing the Music is
a vivid portrayal of Glastonbury itself: an iconic festival that, once a year, turns a sleepy valley
in the south-west of England into a small city; a non-stop festival of lights, colour and noise; a

festival bursting with excitement and surprises, with the power to change a life forever. Tim
Thorogood’s influences include contemporary novelists
such as Nick Hornby, David Nicholls and SJ Watson. He
plans to donate half of all profits to the three charities

that Glastonbury currently supports – Greenpeace,
Water Aid and Oxfam.

28th June 2014
9781783064304

£7.99
Paperback

FACING THE
MUSIC

Tim Thorogood+ebook
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Fiction - Romance

In the Greater Scheme of Things is a page-turning sequel which reintroduces us to some of the
characters we first encountered in A Voice From the Past.

When Francine Martin applies for the position of nanny with the popular Leclerc family, she is
looking for much more than a new job. She wants a whole new life. But what is she running
from? Why is she so determined to cut all ties with the people she once lo ved so dearly? Is
Francine even her real name? Caught off guard one day, not realising that she is in the
company of her employers’ family and friends, she reveals that she is actually called Frankie.

Evie O’Sullivan is trying to rebuild her life following the breakdown of her ten-year marriage
to Liam. Desperately lonely, she too finds solace in the w orkplace and tries to remain positive
for the sake of her young daughter.

In the Greater Scheme of Things introduces new characters, new situations and new locations,
but ultimately brings us back to some unresolved issues from Heather’s debut novel, A Voice
from the Past. This family drama will be enjoyed by readers of contemporary romance fiction
and those interested in the psychology of relationships. Maggie O’ Farrell, Lisa Jewell, Jill
Mansell, Emily Barr and Carole Matthews have all influenced Heather’s writing style and
creativity.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR
A Voice from the Past ISBN 9781783060047   £7.99

www.heathermacquarrie.com

28th June 2014
9781783063963

£7.99
Paperback

IN THE GREATER
SCHEME OF
THINGS

Heather MacQuarrie +ebook
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Fiction - Romance

OUR KIND OF MUSIC

Lindsay Grattan Cooper

Published: 28th March 2014
ISBN: 9781783061693

Price: £7.99
Binding: Paperback

+ebook

A book about ordinary people attempting to lead ordinary lives.

Our Kind of Music follows one man’s journey along a highway initially
perceived to be clear of obstacles but which, inevitably, presents

hurdles he could not anticipate . It is also the stor y of his son,
whose bravado leads him along a different path to the soul-

searching that this ultimately entails.

Set against shifting backgrounds – some as exotic as the Se ychelles
and Tahiti, some as safely domestic as New England’s Vermont and

old England’s Dorset, and others as vibrant as Sydney and New
York – and over four decades, this story is rich in personality.

But always, always, running through those years, there is music…

LOVE FIFTEEN

Peter Nichols

Published: 3rd March 2014
ISBN: 9781783063123

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

Theodore Light is a young boy with rich ambition who reaches the
tender age of fifteen in 1940. He’s looking forward to being sent to

Canada to avoid the blitzes on his hometown, Bristol. His childhood
dream is to direct Hollywood films, but for now the closest he can

get to them is seeing them in a cinema. Being underage, however,
makes his dream near impossible – until he meets an older w oman

that takes a shine to him.

Page-turning drama unfolds when Theodore bunks off from school
and stumbles upon a stunning older woman, Mrs Hampton, who

offers to accompany him to see a film. During an air raid, Mrs.
Hampton offers her flat as shelter, where their relationship

intensifies and fondness for each other matures…

Peter Nichols is the author of the well-known 
plays Privates on Parade, Poppy and 

A Day in the Death of  Joe Egg.
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Fiction – Suspense

"It’s not just petrol, it’s everything! He said everything we use is made from oil – plastic,
synthetics, thousands of everyday things, even fertilisers that farmers need to grow food. He

said there’ll be terrible shortages and all our consumer goods will disappear…"

It’s the year 2030 and civilisation is faced with a dramatic change that could alter their
lifestyles forever. When the oil starts to run out, its not just the power that goes, it’s all the
things that make life worth living. All the ‘stuff ’ that people fill their homes with, even the
necessities like food and drink, become rationed as the small shops in the High Str eet start to
reopen, one by one. How will Jonjay and his family survive this new world? New kinds of
energy – some of which is based on r ecycled waste – become available as an alternative to
the fossil fuel energy, but will life ever be the same again for this loving family? Meanwhile, in
Africa, Limpo escapes the forest fires that consume his home and famil y. Will he be able to
make a new life for himself and for this lost country? The parallel story that mirrors Jonjay and
his family represents the struggle to keep their respective families alive and well in such a lost,
diminishing world. 

This striking novella captures a very realistic account of a potential future circumstance and
includes a foreword by Paul Allen, Project Director of Zero Carbon Britain, Centre for
Alternative Technology in Machynlleth. A Different World focuses on our misconception of the

way we use our energy resources. Using the
controversial issue of renewable energy as the central
focal point, this book makes an interesting read for
adult modern contemporary fiction readers, with a
secondary appeal to young adults.

3rd February 2014
9781783063048

£7.99
Paperback

A DIFFERENT
WORLD

Ruth Jacobs
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Fiction – Suspense

“Some come to Strand-next-the-Sea to visit the statel y homes, 
stroll along the promenade or paddle in the cool waters of the Nor th Sea. 

Others come because they are drawn by the secrets of their past...”

Boarding House Reach is a captivating novel about five individual characters who meet one
weekend in a guest house . Located on the Norfolk coast, The Reach offers sanctuary for

guests Hacker, Phoebe, Audrey, Philip and the landlady, Stella – all of whom are trying to escape
their past.

As the strands of their individual stories ar e woven together, the complexity of the novel is
revealed. Each guest will face the realities of their personal lives and, as the hours tick away,
confess their sins. In a story which encompasses blackmail, rejection, infidelity and love, the

characters of Boarding House Reach must accept they may have the freedom to run away but
they will never escape the brutal reality of their tangled lives... 

This contemporary story that reaches into the confidential world of The Reach’s guests is
suitable for readers with a passion for engaging with compelling and genuine characters.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR

Mazzeri ISBN 9781780885384   £8.99

www.peter-crawley.com

28th April 2014
9781783063390

£8.99
Paperback

BOARDING
HOUSE REACH

Peter Crawley+ebook
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Fiction – Crime

It’s 2008 in Eastern Germany and Alexander, a handsome young man, is being held captive by a
sibling duo who take the law into their own hands. The misdirected act of revenge falls apart
when the siblings realise they have captured an innocent party. Fighting rising panic, Alexander
is at a loss to understand why he has been targeted. Is he perhaps the victim of a set-up? Or
does somebody know about his secret affair with his boss’s wife? As the days pass, Alexander
falls seriously ill in the cold and dismal cellar, forcing the siblings to free him from this act of
vengeance...

As Alexander recovers in intensive care, his suspicion that he is deemed r esponsible for East
Germany’s Stasi crimes turns to cer tainty. He is instructed to visit the cellar alongside an
officer in order to give evidence and though he recognises the cellar, he declares that he has
never seen it before. Sensitive Alexander tries to bury the demons of his past and f ocuses on
the political unrest in the German Democratic Republic . His refusal to accept the prohibition
of the Russian Sputnik magazine and his activist demonstrations should ha ve him imprisoned,
but he escapes arrest when the GDR collapses. Adam, a Stasi on the quiet, code-named Eden,
is Alexander’s brother; when confronted with his dark past, he is not troubled by regrets. He
has nothing but scorn... 

This page-turning novel is written from the perspective of a personal experience . Eva is able
to connect with the characters as, she too, has
experienced the suppressive GDR system. After Eden
will appeal to readers of historical fiction and those
interested in crime and politics.

28th June 2014
9781783063949

£7.99
Paperback

AFTER EDEN

Eva Maria Knabenbauer +ebook
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Fiction – Crime

HUBER’S TATTOO

Quentin Smith

Published: 28th May 2014
ISBN: 9781783063529

Price: £9.99
Binding: Paperback

+ebook

Set in London in 2011, several loosely connected murders are
gradually traced back to the secretive and shocking Nazi eugenics

program centred around Himmler’s Lebensborn birthing homes. As
this bizarre pattern becomes more noticeable, the intellectually

brilliant DCI Webber of Scotland Yard discovers, throughout the
course of his investigation, that his own links to the Lebensborn
program, and the murders themselves, are much closer than he

could have ever imagined. 

A parallel narrative, starting in Germany in 1936, follows the Nazi
medical doctors involved in this ingenious secret project to

engineer Aryan super intelligence. The two narratives eventually
converge to create a thrilling finish.

IN COAL BLOOD

Geoff Green

Published: 3rd February 2014
ISBN: 9781783062898

Price: £8.99
Binding: Paperback

+ebook

A small mining community on the border of Derbyshire and
Nottinghamshire becomes the centre of a mystery when coal miner

Joe Murphy ‘accidentally’ dies underground… 

As the investigation deepens, dangerous secrets rise to the surface ...
Who is Lily Daykin, and why was she so upset when she hear d of

Joe’s death? How is the murder connected to the horrific
circumstances that befall her? And eighteen years later, will the
truth about the killer who devastated the community finally be

revealed? 

Using his own knowledge of the mining industry, the author sets a
tale of murder and mystery in an environment familiar to him. 
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Fiction – Contemporary

“Fifteen years. I’d had no word from Josef in fifteen years. No word from him, hardly a word
about him. And now this. All those long years of nothing, of not knowing.”

Living with Strangers is a family drama set in England, France and Germany between 1963 and
1978. It deals with loss and restitution in a family still haunted by the shadow of the Second
World War and the effect this has on the decisions they are forced to make. 

The story is told through the eyes of Madeleine Feldman, a young woman coming to terms
with the loss of her brother who left home suddenly and mysteriously when she was 13. It is
her rite of passage from early adolescence to adulthood. Madeleine is a strong, sympathetic
protagonist, subjected to rejection and indifference at home and at school, whose life becomes
a series of poor decisions and er rors of judgement. An unexpected delivery one day results in
a quest to locate her brother before their father dies... 

The book deals with issues of inter-generational conflict, job security and single parenthood at
a time when communication within a family was often poor, sexuality was a taboo subject and
prejudice and intolerance were rife – all issues that still resonate today. 

Part mystery, part memoir in style, Living With Strangers is a quiet, moving tale of a family’s
struggle to reconnect. This, her debut novel, will appeal
mainly to women and to fans of fiction set in the
recent past.

www.elizabethellis.co.uk

28th June 2014
9781783064069

£8.99
Paperback

LIVING WITH
STRANGERS

Elizabeth Ellis +ebook
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Fiction – Contemporary

Under the fluid metal of a steel-blue sky, 
the body of a young woman strokes silently through the dawn waves…

When Jade, a passionate young photographer, is attacked by drug pushers and saved by the
brooding shipwright Martin, she becomes increasingly obsessed with her reluctant hero’s tragic
back-story. Her pursuit of Martin’s affection and her consequent obsessive search for Martin’s

lost sister, Amber, ultimately leads Jade to discover the truth about her own mother, who
abandoned her as a baby in the late 1950s, and the tragic events that led to her disappearance. 

The inner lives of the main characters, their friends and the forces of sea and storm that
confound them, unfold and intertwine over three distinct time periods; 1950’s Aldeburgh, late

1970/80’s Suffolk, and 1990’s London and Essex, where they eventually reunite. 

Searching for Amber is an engaging exploration of love, violence, betrayal and loss, told through
beautiful writing, natural imagery and poetry. It is a story that takes into its sweep the

breathtaking seascapes of Britten’s Suffolk, the rural idyll of Coggeshall and its Mar tyrs, and the
brash vibrancy of Thatcher’s London. In creating this lyrical tale, David Smith has been inspired
by Benjamin Britten’s Four Sea Interludes, Graham Greene’s Brighton Rock and Shakespeare’s The

Tempest, as well as his memories of romantic weekends spent in Aldeburgh with his wife. 

This book will appeal to romantics with a love of the sea
and those with an interest in history, art and music.

Cover illustration by Leesa Le May www.lindfieldartstudio.co.uk

28th April 2014
9781783063581 

9781783063598 
£8.99 £15.99 

+ebook

SEARCHING
FOR AMBER

David Smith
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Fiction – Contemporary

In Counting Wild Strawberries, Ewan has it all: a successful career, a loving wife – Kate – a happy
family life and a stable, comfortable home. Then he meets someone else while working in
Frankfurt...Gilda, a vivacious and sassy young German. What starts out as a distraction from
his life as weekday expat deepens into something much more, sending shockwaves through his
perfect world. 

Headstrong and carefree, Gilda takes what she wants from the relationship, expecting nothing
in return. She believes, as his lover, she has no need to care about Ewan’s other life in England
but when Ewan tells his calm and dependable wif e about the affair, Kate is determined to take
the reins. She wants to find out more about this woman who is threatening her marriage and
requests to meet Gilda in Frankfur t. Gilda is intrigued and agrees, only to find she ends up
having admiration and respect for Kate’s open-heartedness. 

Ewan also realises his love for Kate is still as strong as ever. The affair ends and an improbable
friendship develops between the three of them. Ewan and Kate have always enjoyed off-beat
holidays, and they decide to invite Gilda to accompany them. But a husband, his wife and his
ex-lover on a bicycle made for three in Spain; then a remote trek in the high Himalayas? These
are powder kegs of suppressed feelings which need only a spark to ignite new beginnings; they
are intense experiences that cause all of them to r eflect upon themselves. By the end of their
journeys together, Ewan, Kate and Gilda have all found clues as to how better to deal with life

and love. 

Shortlisted at the 2013 UK Festival of
Writing

28th May 2014
9781783063611

£7.99
Paperback

COUNTING
WILD
STRAWBERRIES

Lynn Piper +ebook
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Children’s Fiction - Picture Books

Albert the Handydog is no ordinary pug... He isn’t anything like those smooth-coated, lap-
sitting, fat-scrunching, face-licking members of his breed; no, he is more of a DIY-ing, bubble-
bath-soaking, wild-woolly-coated, helpful handydog. He lives with the Bunting family on Leaf

Lane and is best friends with their daughter Lil y. 

The story begins with Albert attending a job at the home of Old Major Brandy (a hea vily
decorated army dog with a penchant for a drop of whisky!). Albert narrowly avoids serious
injury while cleaning the major’s gutters and cannot wait to get home to his nightl y bubble

bath soak. 

However, his sud-soaked dreams of relaxation are dashed when he arrives home to find
visitors. Mrs Bunting’s rude, pointy-faced sister is arriving with her husband, who are staying

the night on their way to a very important business meeting. Albert tries his best to help
make their stay run smoothly – but you see, wherever Albert goes, trouble seems to ensue... 

Albert the Handydog is a funny and exciting read that will be enjoyed by adults and children
alike. The beautifully illustrated Albert and his friends are memorable characters that teach

children about the importance of selflessness. This adventurous book would be ideal for
children who are fans of iconic childhood characters like Paddington Bear. 

All net profits from the sale of this book 
will be donated to The Prince’s Trust.

www.darrenbakerfineart.co.uk

28th April 2014
9781783063550

£12.99
Hardback

ALBERT THE
HANDYDOG

STEW, SHOCKS 
AND SOAP

Darren and Abigail Baker

+ebook
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Children’s Fiction - Picture Books

Life should have been wonderful, but somehow, the zoo felt like a prison. 
What was wrong? What was missing? What was it he longed for?

He didn’t know the word for it, but it felt like an itch that his claws couldn’t reach to scratch.

The first of a trilogy, Under the Stars with Leo-Pard is a full colour children’s picture book,
influenced by a trip to the nature reserves, jungles and forests of Belize. It tells the story of
Leo-Pard, a very well looked after but extremely bored leopard. Having spent all his life in
captivity, he dreams of just one night of freedom. 

He escapes with his two friends, Rocky the American Cougar and Stripes the beautiful Bengal
tiger. They all taste freedom and tell their own story of how they came to stay at the zoo.
Unfortunately, Rosa the Jaguar has to stay behind, but receives a strange gift and an even
stranger new house guest, which gets the whole zoo talking and w ondering what will happen
next... 

This beautifully illustrated story will introduce children aged 4-8 to important issues, such as
conservation, working together, and even touches on aspects of equality, all gently pulled
together by a slight sprinkling of magic .

“Your illustrations are amazing, so beautiful… I have no doubt but that your books will be a gr eat
success…”
Dolores Keaveny, artist and author.

www.terrymcmanusauthor.co.uk

28th April 2014
9781783062034

£9.99
Paperback

UNDER THE
STARS WITH
LEO-PARD

Terry McManus
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Children’s Fiction – Picture Books

The Tale of the Naughty Fox is the first in Julian Kay’s ‘Tommy, Teddy and Parakeet’ series of
children’s books. Written with a moral message , the story of the three main characters and

the friends that they make encourages children to learn about the world and enrich their
understanding of it. 

In this tale, we meet a young boy called Tommy. He lives in a house on a green hill, with a
stream and a little wooden bridge at the bottom. Together with his teddy bear and pet

parakeet, he decides to grow a wood around their house. 

As the seeds grow into beautiful flowers and tall trees, they call their new garden Indigo
Wood. They create new animal friends who live with them in the wood and play together, but

their friends are warned not to cross the bridge that leads to a big f orest where they could
get lost.  One day, a naughty fox comes to Indigo Wood and tricks the animals into f ollowing

him across the bridge into the dark, scary forest. They can’t find their way home, and when
Tommy, Teddy and Parakeet can’t find their new friends in Indigo Wood, they must do

everything they can to rescue them! 

Beautiful colour photography illustrates this charming story, which is guaranteed to create a
spark in the imagination of children everywhere. It is enjoyable for parents to read to children

from 2-5 years and ideal for children 5-7 to read by  themselves.

Books Monthly, Children’s Books of the Month
www.indigobow.com

THE TALE OF
THE NAUGHTY

FOX

Julian Kay

28th April 2014
9781783063420

£9.99
Hardback
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Children’s Fiction – Adventure

“Story-telling with a mission. This is superb .” 
Nick Crane, TV presenter, travel writer and author.

This children’s novel picks up a year on from the first adventure – The Little Blue Boat and the
Secret of the Broads. The story is an exciting, fast-moving race against time as three children –
Lucy, Sam and Alfie, with Able Sea Bear Teddy and the mysterious Marsh Man – are helped by
numerous animals, birds and other wetland creatures as they battle to prevent the evil Pincher
Pete and his ruthless gang steal rare bitterns’ eggs, and ancient gold treasure from a sunken
Viking longboat! 

The story takes the readers on a journey through Norfolk and Suffolk’s southern Broads and
rivers, and introduces them to some of the creatures that live on, above, below and beside the
water. It’s a perfect holiday read for families, especially those heading for waterside or rural
locations, and is sure to entertain children and their parents.

The Little Blue Boat and the Mar sh Man’s Gold! is backed and endorsed by the Broads Authority,
as it encourages youngsters to get out and enjoy the outdoors and our wonderful wetlands,
whether by boat, canoe, bike or on foot. This second adventure takes the book into slightly
older territory as the protagonists and audience grow.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR
The Little Blue Boat and the Secr et of the Broads
ISBN 9781780883700   £7.99

www.thelittleblueboat.com

28th July 2014
9781783064861

£7.99
Paperback

THE LITTLE BLUE
BOAT AND THE
MARSH MAN’S
GOLD!

Phil Johnson
Illustrated by Paul Jackson
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Children’s Fiction – Sci-Fi

Finalist in the 9-12 year-old category of 
the Wishing Shelf Independent Book Awards 2013

‘You may already know,’ interrupted the commander, ‘that we are planning an 
invasion of another planet. This time, however, we know very little about our target. 

We are therefore sending you to gather as much information as you can before 
we launch the Space Fleet to... Earth.’

Life in school can be hard. It can be even harder when you’re an alien spy sent to Earth to
discover what the planet is like before the invasion fleet arrives. And it’s even harder than that

when you’re quite short and your Earthling disguise makes you look like a ten-year-old... 

Join Ally N. Invasion in his quest to uncover the secrets of English lessons, P.E., D.T., P.S.H.E. and
lots of other letters. Along the way, he’ll make friends and mistakes – and a rather nice model

of a rocket. But what will he do when se venty-five giant alien spaceships arrive, just after home
time...? 

This novel will be enjoyed by seven- to eleven-year-old fans of science-fiction and humorous
stories. Other than his previous students, author Steve has also taken inspiration from Andy

Stanton’s ‘Mr. Gum’ series and the works of Spike
Milligan. The book is beautifully illustrated throughout in

black and white.

www.stevelillbooks.webeden.co.uk

3rd February 2014
9781783062966

£6.99
Paperback

ALLY N.
INVASION

SPACE SPY

Steve Lill
Illustrated by Paul Winward+ebook
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Troubador Publishing Ltd
9 Priory Business Park, 

Wistow Road, Kibworth 
Leicester LE8 0RX
Tel: 0116 279 2299
Fax: 0116 279 2277

books@troubador.co.uk

www.troubador.co.uk

This is just a selection of our titles. 
For a full listing please see our website.

ORDERS

Trade Orders to Orca Book Services, Gardners, Bertrams or via
Nielsen’s teleordering

Sales Representation: Star Book Sales

Personal orders can be made on our secure web shop: 

www.troubador.co.uk/shop

via phone (0116) 279 2299
or on www.amazon.co.uk,
www.bookdepository.co.uk

or ordered through your local bookshop

Audio online

Video online

KEY TO SYMBOLS

Audio featuring the author is available
to listen to on our website

Video featuring the author and/or book
is available to view on our website

Title is also available as an ebook+ebook
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